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Abstract

Ad hoc networks are collections of mobile nodes communicating using wireless media without any fixed infrastructure.
Existing multicast protocols fall short in a harsh ad hoc mobile environment, since node mobility causes conventional mul-
ticast trees to rapidly become outdated. The amount of bandwidth resource required for building up a multicast tree is less
than that required for other delivery structures, since a tree avoids unnecessary duplication of data. However, a tree struc-
ture is more subject to disruption due to link/node failure and node mobility than more meshed structures. This paper
explores these contrasting issues and proposes PPMA, a Probabilistic Predictive Multicast Algorithm for ad hoc networks,
that leverages the tree delivery structure for multicasting, solving its drawbacks in terms of lack of robustness and reliabil-
ity in highly mobile environments. PPMA overcomes the existing trade-off between the bandwidth efficiency to set up a
multicast tree, and the tree robustness to node energy consumption and mobility, by decoupling tree efficiency from mobil-
ity robustness. By exploiting the non-deterministic nature of ad hoc networks, the proposed algorithm takes into account
the estimated network state evolution in terms of node residual energy, link availability and node mobility forecast, in
order to maximize the multicast tree lifetime, and consequently reduce the number of costly tree reconfigurations. The algo-
rithm statistically tracks the relative movements among nodes to capture the dynamics in the ad hoc network. This way,
PPMA estimates the node future relative positions in order to calculate a long-lasting multicast tree. To do so, it exploits
the most stable links in the network, while minimizing the total network energy consumption. We propose PPMA in both its
centralized and distributed version, providing performance evaluation through extensive simulation experiments.
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1. Introduction

Ad hoc networks are collections of mobile nodes
communicating using wireless media without any
fixed infrastructure. Conventional multicast routing
protocols are inadequate in a harsh mobile environ-
ment, as mobility can cause rapid and frequent
.
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changes in the network topology. Frequent state
changes require constant updates, reducing the
already limited bandwidth available for data, and
possibly never converging to accurately portray
the current topology. Mobility represents the most
challenging issue to be addressed by multicast rout-
ing protocols. In fact, if a multicast protocol shows
robustness to mobility, it often incurs in other short-
comings such as protocol overhead or loops. Con-
versely, if a protocol is primarily designed to limit
or to optimize the network with respect to signaling
overhead and power consumption, commonly its
performance quickly degrades as the mobility
increases.

Multicast communications can be classified into
source-specific and group-shared. In source-specific

multicast communication, only one node in the mul-
ticast group sends data, while all the other member
nodes receive data. In group-shared multicast com-
munication, each node in the multicast group wants
to send/receive data to/from member nodes. A tree
that spans all member nodes is called multicast tree.
Multicast trees can be classified into source rooted

and shared trees, according to the communication
strategy. A source-rooted tree has the source node
as root and is optimized for source-specific multi-
cast communications. A shared tree, on the other
hand, is optimized for group-shared communica-
tions, and connects each group member to all the
other group members.
Tree-based multicast is a very well-established

concept in wired networks, both for source-specific
and group-shared application support [16]. In the
tree-based approach, multicast routing uses a
source-based or group-shared tree among sources
and receivers, depending on the application require-
ments. This approach is characterized by high band-
width efficiency, since only one path exists between
any pair of nodes. The amount of bandwidth re-
source required for building up a tree is less than
that required for other multicast delivery structures,
since a multicast tree avoids unnecessary duplica-
tion of data [19]. This way, the optimization routing
problem in tree-based multicast is to find the mini-
mum-weight tree that spans all the nodes in the mul-
ticast group [1,13,18]. However, a multicast tree is
more subject to disruption due to link/node failure
and node mobility than more meshed structures.

This paper explores these contrasting issues and
proposes PPMA, a Probabilistic PredictiveMulticast
Algorithm for ad hoc networks, that leverages the
tree delivery structure for multicasting, solving its
drawbacks in terms of lack of robustness and reliabil-
ity in highly mobile environments. There is, in fact, a
trade-off between the bandwidth resource used to set
up a multicast tree and the tree robustness to energy
node consumption and mobility. The primary objec-
tive of the proposed algorithm is to address this
trade-off, by decoupling tree efficiency from mobility
robustness. The intuition this paper is based on is
that the deterministic nature that characterizes tradi-
tional multicast protocols tends to become their
limiting factor when aiming at robustness and scala-
bility, especially in highly dynamic ad hoc networks.
By exploiting the non-deterministic nature of ad hoc
networks, PPMA takes into account the estimated
network state evolution in terms of node residual en-
ergy, link availability and node mobility forecast, in
order to maximize the multicast tree lifetime. The
algorithm statistically tracks the relative movements
among nodes to capture the dynamics in the ad hoc
network. PPMA estimates the node future relative
positions in order to calculate a long-lastingmulticast
tree. To do so, it exploits the most stable links in
the network, while minimizing the total network
energy consumption. We propose PPMA in both its
centralized and distributed version, providing perfor-
mance evaluation through extensive simulation
experiments.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we review the leading ad hoc mul-
ticast routing protocols, which the present work is
related to. In Section 3 we describe the motivations
and goals of this paper, and we introduce our novel
probabilistic cost function. In Section 4 we explore
the terms our cost function is based on, and point
out how they achieve the described goals. In Section
5 we present PPMA, a Probabilistic Predictive Mul-
ticast Algorithm for ad hoc networks, in its central-
ized version, while in Section 6 the distributed
version is described. In Section 7 we show numerical
results through extensive simulation experiments.
Finally, in Section 8 we conclude the paper.

2. Related work

There have been several multicast routing proto-
cols proposed for ad hoc networks in the literature.
In the following we present those which the present
work is related to, focusing on three tree-based algo-
rithms that face the problem of determining a
robust and reliable multicast tree in mobile ad hoc
networks. We will point out which are their
strengths and weaknesses. In particular, in Sections
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2.1–2.3 we present pros and cons of PAST-DM
(Progressively Adapted Sub-Tree in Dynamic Mesh)
[6], ITAMAR (Independent-Tree Ad hoc Multicast
Routing) [17] and AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Dis-
tance Vector Protocol) [15], respectively. In Section
3 we will then describe how our proposed probabi-
listic multicast algorithm effectively addresses most
of their drawbacks.

2.1. PAST-DM: progressively adapted sub-tree in

dynamic mesh

PAST-DM [6] utilizes a virtual mesh topology,
which has the advantage of scaling very well, since
the virtual topology can hide the real network topol-
ogy regardless of the network dimension. A multi-
cast session begins with the construction of a
virtual mesh connecting all group members.
PAST-DM gradually adapts the virtual mesh to
the changes of the underlying network topology in
a fully distributed manner [7]. From the computed
virtual mesh, a multicast tree for packet delivery is
extracted and then progressively adjusted according
to the latest local topology information. At each
node, the topology map is represented as a link-state
table. The entry of this table is the link-state infor-
mation of the virtual network, e.g., the hop
distance, which is acquired from the virtual neigh-
bors. Through the link-state table, each node has
a local view of the whole virtual topology. In
PAST-DM, each source constructs its own multi-
cast data delivery tree based on its local link-state
table. In order to minimize the total multicast tree
cost, each source needs to construct a Steiner tree
[1], which is extracted from the virtual mesh. To this
end, PAST-DM uses a source-based Steiner tree
heuristic that relies on the definitions of hop dis-
tance, cost and adapted cost for each virtual link.
Hop distance is the minimum distance in terms of
number of hops from one of the two nodes of the
virtual link to the source node; cost is a generic met-
ric that characterizes the physical link which the
virtual link is associated with; and adapted cost of
a virtual link is the link cost multiplied by its hop
distance to the source. Thus, for any virtual link
that has the source node as one of its two nodes,
both its distance value and adapted cost are zero.

PAST-DM computes an approximation of the
Steiner tree by exploiting an heuristic, namely the
source-based Steiner tree algorithm, that takes
the defined adapted costs as key metric to approxi-
mate the Steiner tree. By applying this heuristic, in
PAST-DM the source makes all its neighbors as
its children in the multicast tree, and divides the
remaining nodes into subgroups. Each subgroup
forms a sub-tree rooted at one of the first-level chil-
dren of the source. Then, each child recursively re-
peats the source-based Steiner tree algorithm.
Consequently, the source node does not need to
compute the whole multicast tree; in fact, each child
is responsible of further delivering the data packets
to all nodes in its subgroup.

2.1.1. Main disadvantages
PAST-DM does not explicitly take into account

node mobility prediction in the computation of the
adapted cost, which is a key metric for the construc-
tion of multicast trees. Consequently, weighting the
link cost by a distance that is rapidly changing may
result useless, or even incorrect, in a dynamic
environment.

2.2. ITAMAR: independent-tree ad hoc multicast

routing

ITAMAR [17] finds a set of pre-calculated alter-
nate trees to quickly react to link failures. This way,
delay could be reduced whenever a viable backup
tree is available at the time of failure of the current
tree. Moreover, backup trees have the advantage of
making the tree-based scheme more robust to node
mobility. The basic idea of this multicast routing
scheme is that backup multicast trees with minimum
number of common links are used to reduce the
number of service interruptions. This reduces the
mean time between route discoveries, limiting
the control overhead and the rate of data loss. At
the same time, ITAMAR aims to keep the cost of
transmission low. It is worth noting that this meth-
od is effective only if the tree failure times are inde-
pendent [17]. Thus, under the constraint that nodes
move independently, multicast trees must have no
common nodes, and hence no common edges, to
be independent. Since totally independent trees
may not be found in many cases, ITAMAR objec-
tive is to minimize the dependence between the fail-
ure times, i.e., the correlation of the failure times of
the main tree and the backup tree.

2.2.1. Main disadvantages

The main disadvantage of ITAMAR [17] is that
minimizing the correlation between the main tree
and the backup tree is a high-computation opera-
tion, and may not be convenient in all situations.
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Also, preventing a link failure by pre-calculating a
tree as much independent from the previous tree
as possible, may result in a greater control messag-
ing overhead, which is required for route establish-
ment, than that used for repairing only the failed
links while leaving all other tree nodes unchanged.
Another disadvantage of ITAMAR is that it does
not scale well since it requires every node to have
a global knowledge of the network topology.

2.3. AODV: ad hoc on-demand distance vector

protocol

AODV [15] routing protocol is capable of uni-
cast, broadcast and multicast communications.
One of the main advantages of combining in the
same protocol unicast and multicast communication
abilities is that route information obtained when
searching for a multicast route can also increase uni-
cast routing knowledge, and vice versa. Unicast and
multicast routes are discovered on-demand using a
broadcast route-discovery mechanism. In order to re-
duce communication overheads, updates are propa-
gated only along active routes, i.e., routes that have
been used in the recent past. Broadcast data delivery
is provided by using the Source IP Address and
Identification field of the IP header as a unique
identifier of the packet. As nodes join their multicast
group, a multicast tree composed of group members
and nodes connecting the group members is created.
A multicast-group leader maintains the multicast-
group sequence number.

2.3.1. Main disadvantages

There are some disadvantages in AODV protocol
concerning latency, utilization efficiency, mobility
robustness and scalability under particular condi-
tions. As far as latency is concerned, since routes
may differ from the shortest paths, the average data
delivery latency is expected to be higher than in a
shortest path algorithm. In terms of resource utiliza-
tion efficiency, source routing utilizes a lot of band-
width due to the use of lists of addresses that
increase the size of the data packet headers. More-
over, since AODV keeps hard states in its routing
table, the protocol has to actively track and react
to changes in the tree. As far as mobility is con-
cerned, AODV suffers high-rate mobility due to
the transmission of many routing packets, since
each node maintains a routing-table entry for each
multicast group for which the node is a member
or a router. Another disadvantage of AODV is that
storm of replies and repetitive updates in host
caches may occur since nodes make use of their
routing caches to reply to route queries. This leads
to poor scalability performance.

3. Problem setup

3.1. Motivations and goals

The main motivations for introducing PPMA, a
probabilistic predictive algorithm for multicasting
in ad hoc networks, are summarized hereafter:

• The deterministic nature that characterizes tradi-
tional multicast protocols tends to become their
limiting factor when aiming at robustness and
scalability, especially in highly dynamic ad hoc
networks.

• The amount of bandwidth resource required for
building up a tree is less than that required for
other more meshed multicast delivery structures.

• The trade-off between the bandwidth resource
required by a multicast tree, and the tree robust-
ness to energy node consumption and mobility
has never been evaluated through extensive simu-
lation experiments.

By exploiting the non-deterministic nature of ad
hoc networks, PPMA takes into account the esti-
mated network state evolution in terms of node
residual energy, link availability and node mobility
forecast, in order to maximize the multicast tree life-
time, and consequently reduce the number of costly
tree reconfigurations. The algorithm statistically
tracks the relative movements among nodes to cap-
ture the dynamics in the ad hoc network. This way,
PPMA estimates the node future relative positions,
and computes a long-lasting multicast tree. To do
so, it exploits the most stable links in the network,
while minimizing the total network energy

consumption.
To target these goals, we individuate a set of gen-

eral rules that aims to achieve such objectives:

1. The higher the battery charge a node avails, the
higher its availability to take part in the tree
should be.

2. The higher the number of multicast trees a node
belongs to, the lower the node availability should
be.

3. If the available battery charge goes under a pre-
determined threshold Emin, then a node should
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no more be considered available to take part in
multicast communications.

4. The larger the distance between two nodes is, the
smaller their availability to establish a communi-
cation should be. Obviously, if the distance is
larger than a limit range Dmax, no link should
be considered.

5. The more prone a link is to fail or break, the
smaller its probability of being included in a
branch of a multicast tree should be. Such a
property clearly depends on the positions, speeds
and directions of the nodes.
3.2. Transmission energy model

An accurate model for energy consumption per
bit at the physical layer is E ¼ Etrans

elec þ bdc þ Erec
elec,

where Etrans
elec is a distance-independent term that takes

into account overheads of transmitter electronics
(PLLs, VCOs, bias currents, etc.) and digital pro-
cessing [8,9], Erec

elec is a distance-independent term that
takes into account the overhead of receiver electron-
ics, while bdc accounts for the radiated power neces-
sary to transmit one bit over a distance d between
source and destination. As in [12], we assume that
Etrans
elec ¼ Erec

elec ¼ Eelec. Thus, the overall expression
simplifies to E = 2Eelec + bdc, where

• c is the exponent of the path loss (2 6 c 6 5);
• b is a constant [J/(bit mc)];
• Eelec is the energy needed by the transceiver cir-
cuitry to transmit or receive one bit [J/bit].

The values considered in this paper are reported
in Table 2.
3.3. Probabilistic link cost

In order to synthesize the properties presented in
Section 3.1, we identify a probabilistic link cost func-
tion, composed of three multiplicative terms, an
Energy Term, a Distance Term and a Lifetime Term,
which will be extensively explained in Sections 4.1–
4.3, respectively. For two generic nodes i and j, we
consider as their link cost Cij the following cost
function:

Cij ¼ � logðPE
i � PD

ij � PL
ij Þ; ð1Þ

where

PE
i ¼ PE

i ðEi;E
min;Emax;Wout

i ;Wmax
i Þ ð2Þ
is the Energy Term for node i and it weights
how much residual energy node i avails for
communications;

PD
ij ¼ PD

ij ðdij;Dmax
i ½rreq; �mod

b ; gmod
B �; cÞ ð3Þ

is the Distance Term between node i and node j, and
it takes into account the transmission power needed
by node i to communicate with node j; and

PL
ij ¼ PL

ij ðdij;Dmax
i ½rreq; �mod

b ; gmod
B �; rdij ;DtÞ ð4Þ

is the Lifetime Term between node i and node j, and
it statistically evaluates the probability that the dis-
tance between these two nodes remains bounded for
Dt seconds by the maximum transmission range of
node i;Dmax

i , given the current distance. The expla-
nation of the parameters and variables each term
depends on, as well as their units, are reported here-
after for the reader�s convenience:

Ei [J] is the battery state of node i (residual
charge); Emin [J] is the energy threshold under
which every node is no more available, and
Emax [J] is the maximum charge among nodes;
Wout

i [W] is the power spent for the ongoing mul-
ticast communications by node i, and Wmax

i [W]
is the maximum power node i can consume to
communicate;
dij [m] is the distance between node i and node j
at time t [s], and Dmax

i ½rreq; �mod
b ; gmod

B � [m] is the
maximum radio range node i can reach while
guaranteing a bitrate rreq [Kbps], given the
energy-per-bit �mod

b [J/bit] used in radio transmis-
sion, and the spectral efficiency gmod

B [bit/s/Hz] of
the adopted modulation scheme;
b and c are parameters that depend on the
environment; Dt [s] is the time interval used for
mobility prediction, and rdij [m] is the standard
deviation of the gaussian process used in the pre-
diction of the distance evolution between nodes i
and j.

All terms are normalized, so that they range in
[0,1], and can be viewed as pseudo-probability terms.
Consequently, the link cost function Cij in (1) can be
viewed as a pseudo-probability as well. Actually,
only the Lifetime Term PL

ij is a correctly defined
probability, while the other terms are normalized
so as to maintain the Cij values in the same variation
range. This way, because of the statistical meaning
of the link cost Cij, we can associate a probability
metric to the multicast trees computed by the
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proposed probabilistic predictive algorithm. The
tree probability is defined as the sum of all the costs
of the links included in the tree. This tree probabil-
ity is obviously expected to decrease over time, if
nodes are not stationary and if their future move-
ments are unknown. The tree probability can be
interpreted as the probability that all the links in a
multicast tree will survive at least for a time period
Dt, which is a critical parameter in (4). In Section 4
we describe in detail all the terms of the link cost
function in (1), why each of them is necessary, and
their synergic effect to meet the goals outlined in
Section 3.1.

4. Probabilistic link cost function terms

In this section we describe the properties of each
term that is argument of the link cost function in
(1). In particular, in Section 4.1 we detail the Energy
Term in (2), in Section 4.2 we present the Distance
Term in (3) and in Section 4.3 we derive the Lifetime
Term in (4).
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Fig. 1. Example of the wrong Energy Term expression in (7).
4.1. Energy Term

The main purpose of the Energy Term is to keep
all the nodes of the network alive as long as possi-
ble, while respecting the general rules (1)–(3), pre-
sented in Section 3.1. Also, we want to interpret
the Energy Term associated with node i as the prob-
ability of choosing node i during the multicast tree
construction. So, the Energy Term varies in the
range [0,1] and is a function of the battery state of
the node, i.e., the residual charge. Specifically, it
assumes greater values for those nodes that have a
greater residual charge. The final expression for
the Energy Term is reported in (8), while in the fol-
lowing we provide the formal derivation of it. Given
V the set of indexes that correspond to the nodes in
the network, a first attempt for the Energy Term
associated with node i could be

P iðEiÞ¼
Ei�minn2VfEmin

n g
maxn2VfEmax

n g�minn2VfEmin
n g

 !
�uðDmin

Ei
Þ;

ð5Þ

where Dmin
Ei
¼ Ei �minn2VfEmin

n g and the unit step
uðDmin

Ei
Þ is defined as

uðDmin
Ei
Þ ¼

1 Dmin
Ei

P 0;

0 Dmin
Ei

< 0.

(
ð6Þ
Roughly, P iðEiÞ can be viewed as the percentage
charge of node i, with respect to the maximum pos-
sible charge of nodes, i.e., maxn2VfEmax

n g. The rea-
son for the presence of the operators min and max
in (5) is that we want to associate with the Energy
Term of a node its physical residual charge. In fact,
if we designed P iðEiÞ as the percentage charge of the
maximum charge of node i, we would miss the
objective of maximizing the lifetime of all the nodes
in the network.

This can be better understood through an exam-
ple. Fig. 1 shows P iðEiÞ and PjðEjÞ associated with
node i and node j, respectively, according to the fol-
lowing definition for the generic node k, where no
min and max operators are used;

PkðEkÞ ¼
Ek � Emin

k

Emax
k � Emin

k

 !
� uðEk � Emin

k Þ; ð7Þ

where we chose Emax
i ¼ 3 ½J�;Emax

j ¼ 5 ½J� and Emin
i ¼

Emin
j ¼ 0 [J], for the sake of clarity. We note that (7)

coincides with the percentage charge of the total
charge of node k. Also, we note that node j has a
larger total charge Emax

j than node i, and that, con-
sequentially, PjðEjÞ has a smaller slope than P iðEiÞ.
If node i and node j had equal charge E�, their prob-
abilities in (7) would be different, since Emax

i 6¼ Emax
j .

This way, the charges of the two nodes would not be
equally weighted. In particular, node i would be
more likely to join multicast trees than j, although
equipped with a smaller energy supply. This simple
example stresses the need for the operators min and
max in (5).

Let us point out a drawback in (5): if a new node
h, equipped with an energy supply Emax

h higher than
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any other node in the network, joined the network,
we should redefine (5) by replacing maxn2VfEmax

n g
with Emax

h , where the max operator is extended
only to the already deployed nodes. Such a problem
could be avoided either by replacing maxn2VfEmax

n g
with an a priori-known Emax, or with a value large
enough to hold for all the nodes of the network. If
the battery charge of node i becomes lower than
its Emin

i , such a node cannot join multicast trees any-
more; consequently, the term must be equal to zero.
Otherwise, if node i is not currently involved in any
multicast communication, its availability linearly
depends on its charge Ei. Thus, all other parameters
being equal, we choose the most charged nodes
among the possible ones. Conversely, if a node is
involved in some multicast communications, its
availability should be less than the previous case.
Moreover, the higher the number of multicast paths
a node shares, the lower its availability should be,
according to rule (2) in Section 3.1. This behavior
can be ensured by adding an appropriate exponent
to (5). Therefore, the final Energy Term is

PE
i ¼

Ei�minn2VfEmin
n g

maxn2VfEmax
n g�minn2VfEmin

n g

" # Wmax
i

Wmax
i
�Wout

i
þ�

uðDmin
Ei
Þ;

ð8Þ

where � is a positive constant close to 0 whose pur-
pose is to avoid a possible division by zero, and
Dmin

Ei
¼ Ei �minn2VfEmin

n g.
The exponent in (8) is an adimensional term, and

it increases from 1 to1 when Wout
i increases from 0

to Wmax
i . Thus, as Wout

i increases to Wmax
i , the

Energy Term tends to a two-slope broken line. In
particular, it has slope equal to zero for Ei 2
½Emin;Emax½, and slope equal to 1 in Emax. In this
limit case the term is always equal to zero but in
Emax.

Fig. 2 shows how the Energy Term changes as
Wout

i increases from 0 to Wmax
i , where the constants

used in (8) can be found in Table 2. Since the Energy
Term tends to a two-slope broken line asWout

i tends
to Wmax

i , we can note that the more instantaneous
power is spent in multicast communications by node
i, the less node i is available to be part of other mul-
ticast communications.
4.2. Distance Term

The Distance Term synthesizes the general rule
(4) in Section 3.1. It takes into account how much
power will be spent by node i to maintain link
(i, j) in the multicast tree. An essential piece of infor-
mation to be known is an estimate of the current
distance dij(t) between node i and node j, hereon
indicated as dijðtÞ. The Distance Term can be
expressed as

PD
ij ¼

Dmax
i � dijðtÞ
Dmax

i

 !c

� uðDmax
i � dijðtÞÞ; ð9Þ

where Dmax
i ¼ Dmax

i ½rreq; �mod
b ; gmod

B �; 8i 2V, is the
maximum radio range node i can reach, which
depends on the requested bitrate (rreq), and on the
spectral efficiency ð�mod

b Þ and energy-per-bit ðgmod
B Þ

characterizing the used modulation scheme. In par-
ticular, the higher the requested bitrate, the shorter
Dmax

i [4,5].
Clearly, if dijðtÞ > Dmax

i , the communication link
(i, j) does not respect the QoS requirements in terms
of requested bitrate rreq. Thus, in this case, PD

ij must
be 0. As far as the unit step function u(Æ) in (9) is
concerned, it is needed to ensure PD

ij not be negative

for a distance dijðtÞ greater than Dmax
i . All these

issues explain why PD
ij decreases from 1 to 0 as

dijðtÞ increases from 0 to Dmax
i . In particular, this de-

crease is characterized by at least a quadratic trend.
In fact, the received power decreases over distance
with an exponent equal to c, according to the prop-
agation model in Section 3.2. In the free space c is
equal to 2, while in a real indoor or outdoor envi-
ronment it ranges in [3,5].

In Fig. 3 the Distance Term for different values of
Dmax

i in the range [50,200] m is depicted. It is inter-
esting noting that the larger the maximum radio
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range Dmax
i , the smoother the decrease of the Dis-

tance Term when the distance between two nodes
increases. Conversely, for low values of Dmax

i , e.g.,
50 m, the Distance Term abruptly tends to zero as
the distance between two nodes approaches the
maximum radio range. As will be clearer later on,
for each term modeling the link cost in (1), the more
graceful the decrease, the slower the degradation of
the link cost itself, and the better the performance
achieved by our algorithm.

4.3. Lifetime Term

The Lifetime Term synthesizes the general rule
(5) in Section 3.1. It has a predictive role and is de-
fined as the probability that the maximum predicted
distance d�ij ¼MAXVijðdijðt þ DtÞÞ between node i
and node j be smaller or equal than Dmax

i , after Dt
seconds elapsed from time instant t. Vij is the rela-
tive velocity between node i and node j and Dmax

i

is the maximum distance transmitter i can reach,
as introduced in Section 4.2. Differently from
[10,11], we consider the following probability:

Probfd�ij 6 Dmax
i jd�ij ¼MAXVijðdijðt þ DtÞÞg. ð10Þ

We assume that dij(t + Dt) is a stochastic variable,
obtained by summing two other stochastic vari-
ables, namely the distance, dij(t), and the relative
velocity between the nodes, Vij, i.e.,

dijðt þ DtÞ ¼ dijðtÞ þ VijðtÞ � Dt. ð11Þ

The maximum predicted distance of dijðt þ DtÞ; d�ij,
is computed in the worst case of node mobility,
i.e., the relative velocity vector lies on the line con-
necting nodes i and j, and it is oriented such that
the nodes move apart from each other. Hence, we
can replace in (11) the relative velocity Vij with its
norm jVijj, which we refer to as relative speed,

d�ij ¼ dijðtÞ þ jVijðtÞj � Dt. ð12Þ

Consequently, the Lifetime Term is

PL
ij ¼ ProbfðdijðtÞ þ jVijðtÞj � DtÞ 6 Dmax

i g. ð13Þ

The determination of the Lifetime Term is a chal-
lenging issue, because it generally depends on sev-
eral factors. It could be well determined only if the
current positions and the future destinations of
nodes were exactly known, as well as their trajecto-
ries. Furthermore, a closed-form expression of PL

ij is
hard to be found when all possible statistical param-
eters are taken into account, even under rough
approximations of node mobility. Consequently,
some assumptions about movements of nodes are
necessary in order to obtain a useful expression of
PL
ij . In the following, we describe the Probability

Density Functions (PDFs) of dij(t) and jVijj,
which are used to compute the Lifetime Term as
in (13).

To determine the PDF of dij(t), it is worth point-

ing out that its measured value, dijðtÞ, may be prone
to errors. In most cases, this error can be accurately
described by a gaussian PDF NðdijðtÞ; r2

dij
Þ, cen-

tered at dijðtÞ and with variance r2
dij
. Because dis-

tances are not negative, we propose to weight the
gaussian PDF by a unit step function u(z), which
is defined in (6), i.e.,

PdijðtÞðzÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

� rdij

� e
�1

2�
z�dijðtÞ

rdij

� �2

� uðzÞ. ð14Þ

The variance r2
dij

can be either set to a fixed value,
which depends on the measurement system (as in
the case of nodes equipped with a Global Position
System (GPS) capabilities) or to a value propor-
tional to dijðtÞ (as in the case of nodes capable of
measuring relative distances by message exchang-
ing). Note that (14) is not a well-defined PDF, since
its integral between �1 and 1 is not equal to 1.
Thus, we normalize (14) to 1, by means of a func-
tion AðdijðtÞ; rdijÞ that represents the area of
PdijðtÞðzÞ over the positive axis multiply byffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

� rdij . Hence, (14) can be rewritten as

PdijðtÞðzÞ ¼
1

AðdijðtÞ; rdijÞ
� e
�1

2�
z�dijðtÞ

rdij

� �2

� uðzÞ; ð15Þ
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where

AðdijðtÞ;rdijÞ ¼
Z 1

0

e
�1

2�
w�dijðtÞ

rdij

� �2

dw

¼
ffiffiffi
p
2

r
rdij � 1þ erf

dijðtÞffiffiffi
2
p
�rdij

 !" #
ð16Þ

and

erfðCÞ ¼ 2ffiffiffi
p
p

Z C

0

e�t
2

dt u
2ffiffiffi
p
p C� 2

3
ffiffiffi
p
p C3

þ 1

5
ffiffiffi
p
p C5 þ oðC7Þ. ð17Þ

Fig. 4 shows the PDF of dij(t) as in (15) for differ-

ent values of the measured distance dijðtÞ between
nodes i and j.

To derive an expression of the relative speed,
jVijj, some assumptions about node mobility are re-
quired. We assume a zero mean gaussian PDF for
each x- and y-component of the velocity vector
Vi ¼ V xi x̂þ V yi ŷ, characterizing node i, and Vj ¼
V xj x̂þ V yj ŷ characterizing node j. This is equivalent
to assuming a Brownian motion for each node
around its current position in the time interval Dt.
So, for the generic node i we have,

PV xi V yi
ðvxi ; vyiÞ ¼

1

2p � r2
i
� e
�1

2�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2xi
þv2yi

p
ri

� �2

; ð18Þ

where r2
i is the variance of the conjuncted stochastic

processes V xi and V yi . Consequently, the amplitude

of the velocity vector jVij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 2

xi
þ V 2

yi

q
, which we

refer to as speed of node i, has a Rayleigh PDF,

P jVi jðxÞ ¼
x
r2
i
� e
� x2

2�r2
i � uðxÞ. ð19Þ
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Fig. 4. PDF as in (15) for different distances between the nodes.
Let us now formally introduce the relative veloc-
ity Vij ¼ V xij x̂þ V yij ŷ between nodes i and j, whose
x- and y-components are

V xij ¼ V xi � V xj ;

V yij ¼ V yi � V yj .

(
ð20Þ

Since V xi ; V yi ; V xj and V yj are gaussian stochastic
variables, V xij and V yij are still gaussian stochastic
variables. Furthermore, by assuming the x- and y-
components of the node velocity vector statistically
independent, it results that V xij and V yij are statisti-
cally independent too. Hence, V xij has mean equal to
the difference of the means of V xi and V xj , and var-
iance equal to the sum of the variances of V xi and
V xj . The same holds for V yij . Thus, the conjuncted
probability is

PV xij V yij
ðx; yÞ ¼ 1

2p � ðr2
i þ r2

j Þ
� e
�1

2�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2
i
þr2

j

p
 !2

. ð21Þ

Since V xij and V yij are zero mean gaussian variables,
jVijj has a Rayleigh PDF. So, taking r2

jV ijj ¼ r2
i þ r2

j ,
it yields,

P jVij jðxÞ ¼
x

r2
jV ijj
� e
� x2

2�r2
jV ij j � uðxÞ. ð22Þ

Finally, we need to find an expression for rjV ijj. A
reasonable assumption is that

EfjVijjg ¼ jVijj; ð23Þ
i.e., the mean expected value of (22),

EfjVijjg ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

2
� rjV ij j; ð24Þ

coincides with the measured mean value of jVijj,

jVijj ¼
dijðtÞ � dijðt � DsijÞ

Dsij
; ð25Þ

where Dsij is the time interval between the current
distance measure dijðtÞ and the last distance measure
dijðt � DsijÞ. So, rjV ij j can be written as

rjV ij j ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

r
� dijðtÞ � dijðt � DsijÞ

Dsij

 !
. ð26Þ

The final expression of the Lifetime Term PL
ij can

be found by integrating (15) and (22), accordingly to
(13) (the rigorous derivation can be found in
Appendix A). Variables Dt and rjV ij j appear always
in a product form, so that they actually represent
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a single variable, which will be simply indicated as
rDij ¼ Dt � rjV ij j. Hence,

PL
ij ¼

erf
Dmax
i �dijðtÞffiffi

2
p
�rdij

 �
þ erf dijðtÞffiffi

2
p
�rdij

 �

1þ erf
dijðtÞffiffi
2
p
�rdij

 �

�
rDije

�1
2�

Dmax
i
�dijðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2
dij
þr2

Dij

p
 !2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
dij þ r2

Dij

q
� 1þ erf

dijðtÞffiffi
2
p
�rdij

 �� �

� erf
rDijffiffiffi
2
p

rdij

ðDmax
i � dijðtÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
dij þ r2

Dij

q
0
B@

1
CA

2
64

þerf
Dmax

i r2
dij
� dijðtÞr2

Dijffiffiffi
2
p

rdijrDij

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
dij þ r2

Dij

q
0
B@

1
CA
3
75. ð27Þ
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Fig. 5. Lifetime Term for different transmission ranges (a), and
for different values of rdij (b).
Although the expression in (27) may seem cumber-
some, it can be easily computed if the erf function
is approximated by expanding it with the Maclaurin
series, as in (17).

Fig. 5(a) shows the Lifetime Term for different
values of dijðtÞ in [0,90] m and Dt in [0,40] s, with
rdij ¼ 20 m; rjV ijj ¼ 1 m/s and Dmax

i ¼ 60 m.
Fig. 5(b) shows the Lifetime Term for different
values of rdij in [0,60] m and Dt in [0,40] s, with

rjV ijj ¼ 1 m/s, Dmax
i ¼ 60 m and dijðtÞ ¼ 30 m. In

both figures, it can be seen how the Lifetime Term
decreases as Dt increases. In fact, if the time interval
elapsed from the current estimate dijðtÞ is large, the
mobility prediction based on such estimate may
have poor significance. Moreover, it is worth noting
that values of the Lifetime Term close to 1 corre-
spond to low distances between the nodes, low
values of rdij and low values of relative speed, i.e.,
when the nodes are likely to remain close.
5. Centralized PPMA

Algorithm 1 represents the pseudo-code for
PPMA, the proposed probabilistic predictive multi-
cast algorithm, in its centralized version. It extends
the centralized Bellman–Ford algorithm [3], whose
objective is to compute the shortest path from node
x to source s, with respect to a certain metric, for
every node x in the network. The centralized Bell-
man–Ford algorithm builds up a spanning tree that
has source s as its root. It chooses the father fx of a
node x by minimizing the cost of the associated path
toward s. The multicast tree connecting the source
node with the receiver nodes is extracted from the
computed spanning tree. This procedure leads in
general to several unicast paths, which inefficiently
connect the sender to the receivers with no band-
width saving. On the other hand, the spanning tree
has the good property that it does not distinguish
the receiver nodes from the other nodes. This prop-
erty can be fruitfully used if some nodes want to be-
come a receiver, since a path from the new-member
node to the sender s has already been computed.

Centralized PPMA, our centralized solution for
the computation and setup of multicast trees, differs
from the centralized Bellman–Ford in the crucial
choice of the predecessor node. There are a number
of ways to choose the father of a node in order to
create a multicast tree. In the following, we pro-
pose two different criteria applied by centralized
PPMA to efficiently address this issue, namely the



Algorithm 1. Centralized PPMA

INIT :
1: node set of the networks!V
2: multicast-group set!M
3: 8m 2M :
4: source! s
5: current node! x

6: father of x! fx
7: cost of link (i, j)! Cij
8: path from x to s! Px

9: cost of path from x to s! CPx

10: HðxÞ � fh 2Vjfh ¼ xgfchild setg
11: NðxÞ � fn 2VjCnx <1gfneighbor setg
12: AðxÞ � fa 2Vjdsa < dsxgfpositive-advance setg
13: W � fw 2Vj9Pw;CPw <1gfset of nodes with a feasible path to sg
14: F � ff 2VjHðf Þ 6� ;gfset of nodes with at least a childg
15: PPðxÞ �NðxÞ \AðxÞ \Wfpotential-predecessor setg
16: PFðxÞ � PPðxÞ \Ffpredecessor-father setg

Centralized PPMA :
1: for all m 2M do

2: for all number of hops do
3: for all x 2V do
4: for all i 2V�HðxÞ do
5: FIND SETðPPðxÞÞ
6: FIND SETðPFðxÞÞ
7: PFinðxÞ  KðxÞ \PFðxÞ
8: if PFinðxÞ � ; then
9: PFoutðxÞ  PFðxÞ �PFinðxÞ
10: if PFoutðxÞ � ; then
11: NFðxÞ  PPðxÞ �PFðxÞ
12: ifNFðxÞ � ;Þ then
13: fx NULL
14: else fNFðxÞ � ;g
15: fx  ARGMINjðCPj þ CjxÞ; 8j 2NFðxÞ
16: end if

17: else fPFoutðxÞ 6� ;g
18: fx  FIND FATHER OUTðPFoutðxÞÞ
19: end if

20: else fPFinðxÞ 6� ;g
21: fx  FIND FATHER INðPFinðxÞÞ
22: end if

23: end for

24: end for

25: end for

26: end for
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distance-based criterion and the link-cost-based

criterion.
As can be seen in the initialization phase of Algo-

rithm 1, namely �INIT�, we define some useful node
sets in order to explain how PPMA works. LetV be
the set of all the nodes of the network, and M the
set of all the multicast groups. For a given multicast
group m 2M, and a given maximum number of



Algorithm 2. Choice of the predecessor

INIT :
1: current radio-transmitting range of node k ! Dk

TX

Distance -Based Criterion :
1: KðxÞ � fk 2Vjdkx 6 Dk

TXg
2: FIND FATHER OUT ARGMINzðdzx � Dz

TX Þ; 8z 2 PFoutðxÞ
3: FIND FATHER IN ARGMINwðdwx � Dw

TX Þ; 8w 2 PFinðxÞ

Link -Cost -Based Criterion :
1: KðxÞ � fk 2VjCkx 6 Ckhmax ; hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCkhÞ; h 2HðkÞg
2: FIND FATHER OUT ARGMINzðCzx � CzhmaxÞ; hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCzhÞ; h 2HðzÞ; 8z 2 PFoutðxÞ
3: FIND FATHER IN ARGMINwðCwx � CwhmaxÞ; hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCwhÞ; h 2HðwÞ; 8w 2 PFinðxÞ
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hops, the current node x will choose a predecessor
in its set of potential predecessors PPðxÞ. We con-
sider a generic node t 2V to be a potential prede-
cessor of node x, if node t belongs to the
intersection of the three sets defined below

NðxÞ ¼ fn 2VjCnx <1g ðneighbor setÞ;
AðxÞ ¼ fa 2Vjdsa < dsxg ðpositive advanceÞ;
W ¼ fw 2Vj9Pw;CPw <1g ðnodes with a

path to sÞ;
ð28Þ

where Cij is the cost of link (i, j), according to (1);
dxy is the distance between node x and node y;Px

is a feasible path from node x to the sender s; CPx

is the cost of the path Px, i.e., the sum of the cost
of the links that belong to Px, formally defined as

CPx ¼
X
ði;jÞ2Px

Cij. ð29Þ

Thus, the set of potential predecessor of node
x;PPðxÞ, is
PPðxÞ ¼NðxÞ \AðxÞ \W. ð30Þ
• The set NðxÞ contains all the neighbors of node
x, and imposes that the predecessor of x has to
be necessarily a neighbor of x, where a node n
is defined as a neighbor of x if the cost of the link
(n, x) is lower than 1, i.e., Cnx <1. Note that,
according to (1) and (9), the link cost may be
1 if the distance between the two nodes n and
x exceeds the maximum radio-transmitting range
of node n.

• The setAðxÞ is the positive-advance set, and con-
tains all the nodes located inside the circle of
radius dsx around s. The set AðxÞ is needed in
(30) in order to avoid loop formation during
the construction of the tree, as proved in [12].

• Finally, the set W contains all the nodes that
know a feasible path towards s. A potential pre-
decessor w of xmust know a feasible path toward
the sender s, otherwise node x cannot receive any
packet from s.

The set PPðxÞ can be further partitioned in two
subsets: PFðxÞ, i.e., the set of predecessor-father
nodes, and NFðxÞ, i.e., the set of predecessor-not-
father nodes. It holds that

PPðxÞ � PFðxÞ [NFðxÞ;PFðxÞ \NFðxÞ � ;.
ð31Þ
1. The first subset, PFðxÞ, is composed of those
potential predecessors that currently have other
children, so we can call them potential-predeces-
sor fathers, where the child set of node a is
defined as the set of nodes whose father is a.
Hence,

HðaÞ � fh 2Vjfh ¼ ag. ð32Þ
We can define a general father set F as

F � ff 2VjHðf Þ 6� ;g
ðnodes with at least one childÞ; ð33Þ

which all the network nodes that have at least
one child belong to. Thus, the predecessor-father
set can be expressed as

PFðxÞ � PPðxÞ \F. ð34Þ
2. The second subset, NFðxÞ, is composed of the

remaining potential predecessors and can simply
be defined as

NFðxÞ � PPðxÞ �PFðxÞ. ð35Þ
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In Fig. 6 a simple example of partition of PPðxÞ
is depicted. If a link between two nodes is available,
i.e., the link cost is lower than1, it is depicted with
a solid arrow, while the multicast tree is depicted
with dashed arrows. Node x, the current node, has
to choose its predecessor. The potential-predecessor
set of x;PPðxÞ, is composed of nodes b, c and d. It is
easy to verify that all these nodes belong to the sets
AðxÞ;NðxÞ and W. In fact, they belong to NðxÞ,
since they are neighbors of x. Moreover, they be-
long to AðxÞ, since their distance toward s is less
than the distance from s to x. Finally, they belong
to W, since they all have joined the multicast tree,
and thus know a feasible path toward the sender
s. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6, only nodes b
and c have not a void child set. In fact, the child
set of node b;HðbÞ, is composed of two nodes,
nameless in the figure, and the child set of node
c;HðcÞ, contains node d. Thus, the potential-prede-
cessor father set of x;PFðxÞ, is composed of nodes
b and c, while the not-father set, NFðxÞ, coincides
with node d.

In the choice of the predecessor fx of x, Central-
ized PPMA gives higher priority to the elements in
PFðxÞ than to the elements in NFðxÞ. PPMA tries
to avoid building up a multicast tree composed of
unicast paths, by giving higher priority to those
nodes that match a predefined requisite, e.g., being
a father. Although such a process may lead to a high
tree cost, the total number of links of the spanning
tree is kept low. The rationale of this strategy is to
exploit those links that are already used to reach
some other receivers. In fact, this is the key feature
of multicasting. Hence, PPMA prefers father nodes,
and connects node x to s, when it is possible, by
exploiting already-used paths.

The set PFðxÞ is divided in two other subsets,
PFinðxÞ and PFoutðxÞ, which will be assigned
different priorities in the choice of the predecessor
of node x, as will be clearer in the following. So
we have

PFðxÞ � PFinðxÞ [PFoutðxÞ;
PFinðxÞ \PFoutðxÞ � ;. ð36Þ

In particular, PPMA prefers to choose the nodes
that belong to PFinðxÞ as predecessor of node x
than the nodes that belong to PFoutðxÞ. We pro-
pose two different �criteria� to partition the set
PFðxÞ, the �distance-based� criterion and the �link-
cost-based� criterion, which are described in details
in the following sections.
5.1. Distance-based criterion

The first criterion, namely the �distance-based�
criterion, distinguishes the elements of PFðxÞ that
have a current radio-transmitting range DTX large
enough to reach node x, from those that have not.
Thus, according to such criterion, the set PFinðxÞ
contains the nodes fin that are transmitting to some
other node a that is located at a distance df ina from
f in larger than the distance df inx between f

in and x.
We can formally define PFinðxÞ as

PFinðxÞ � ff in 2 PFðxÞjdf inx 6 Df in

TX g; ð37Þ

where Df in

TX is the current radio-transmitting range of
node f in. Differently, a node that has to increase its
current radio-transmitting range to allow node x to
receive the packets it sends, is included in PFoutðxÞ.
So

PFoutðxÞ � ff out 2 PFðxÞjdf outx > Df out

TX g. ð38Þ
Fig. 7(a) shows an example of network topology

that explains this concept. A source s and three
receivers, r1, r2 and r3, must be connected by a mul-
ticast tree. The multicast tree is depicted with unidi-
rectional dashed arrows, while unidirectional solid
arrows are used to represent existing links (whose
costs are shown nearby), and bidirectional dotted
arrows indicate distances. Receivers r1 and r3 have
joined the tree through nodes b and c, respectively,
but receiver r2 has not joined the tree yet. Since both
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nodes b and c have a child, the potential-predecessor
set and the predecessor-father set of receiver r2 coin-
cide, and are composed of nodes b and c, so that
PPðr2Þ � PFðr2Þ � fb; cg. However, the current
radio-transmitting range of node b;Db

TX , is larger
than the distance dbr2 from b and r2, while the
radio-transmitting range of node c;Dc

TX , is smaller
than dcr2 . Thus,

PFinðxÞ � fbg; PFoutðxÞ � fcg. ð39Þ
Consequently, receiver r2 is connected to the sender
s through the predecessor b, which does not have to
increase its current radio-transmitting range to
reach r2. Note that, according to this partition crite-
rion, the costs of the links (c, r2) and (b, r2) have not
influence in the partition of PFðr2Þ, i.e., in the
priority given to the nodes in the choice of the pre-
decessor of a node.

5.2. Link-cost-based criterion

The second proposed criterion for partitioning
the predecessor father set PFðxÞ, namely the �link-
cost-based� criterion, considers link costs instead of
distances. In this case, PFinðxÞ contains the nodes
f in 2 PFðxÞ such that the maximum cost of the
links towards their children, Cf inhmax , is greater than
Cf inx, where h

max is the child of fin that maximizes
the cost of the link from f in. That is,

PFinðxÞ � ff in 2 PFðxÞjCf inx 6 Cf inhmaxg;
hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCf inhÞ; h 2Hðf inÞ.

ð40Þ

Differently, if a node f out does not connect a child h,
whose associated link cost Cf outh is greater than
Cf outx, then f

out is included in PFoutðxÞ. That is,

PFoutðxÞ � ff out 2 PFðxÞjCf outx > Cf outhmaxg;
hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCf outhÞ; h 2Hðf outÞ.

ð41Þ

It is worth pointing out that, if we choose the dis-
tance dij between node i and node j as the metric to
compute the cost of the link (i, j), the �distance-
based� criterion and the �link-cost-based� criterion
coincide. Anyway, this second criterion can be
viewed in general as an extension of the first one,
since the link cost could account for the node speed
or the battery charge in addition to the distance.

To illustrate this second criterion, Fig. 7(b)
shows the same network topology depicted in
Fig. 7(a), but with different link costs. Let us assume
that the metric of the link cost takes also into ac-
count the relative speed of the nodes, i.e., the higher
the relative speed between two nodes, the higher the
cost of the link connecting them. As in the previous
example, in Fig. 7(b) source s and three receivers, r1,
r2 and r3, must be connected by a multicast tree,
where r1 and r3 have joined the tree through nodes
b and c, respectively, while r2 has not joined the tree
yet. Since both nodes b and c have a child, the
potential-predecessor set and the predecessor-father
set of receiver r2 coincide, and are composed by
nodes b and c,

PPðr2Þ � PFðr2Þ � fb; cg. ð42Þ

However, the cost of the link (b, r1) is smaller than
the cost of the link (b, r2), while the cost of the
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link (c, r3) is larger than the cost of the link (c, r2).
Thus,

PFinðxÞ � fcg; PFoutðxÞ � fbg. ð43Þ

Note that, according to this partition criterion, the
distances dcr2 and dbr2 have influence in the partition
of PFðr2Þ, i.e., in the priority given to the nodes,
since the distance between nodes is included in the
computation of the link cost. Thus, the receiver r2
is connected to the sender s through the predecessor
c, which has already connected a child through a
link with a higher cost than Ccr2 .

In general, the partition of the set PFðxÞ can be
obtained by intersecting it with another set, KðxÞ,
that depends on the used kind of partition.

1. In the case of the �distance-based� partition, the
set KðxÞ is defined as

KðxÞ � fk 2Vjdkx 6 Dk
TXg; ð44Þ

2. whereas, in the case of the �link-cost-based� parti-
tion, the set KðxÞ is defined as

KðxÞ � fk 2VjCkx 6 Ckhmaxg;
hmax ¼ ARGMAXhðCkhÞ; h 2HðkÞ.

ð45Þ

Once the set KðxÞ is defined, the sets PFinðxÞ
and PFoutðxÞ are easily obtained as

PFinðxÞ � PFðxÞ \KðxÞ; ð46Þ
PFoutðxÞ � PFðxÞ �PFinðxÞ. ð47Þ
5.3. Criteria to choose the predecessor

So far, we defined three sets, PFinðxÞ;PFoutðxÞ
and NFðxÞ, which contain all the possible prede-
cessors for the current node x. As explained in Algo-
rithm 1, PPMA looks for the predecessor of x, fx,
primarily in the PFinðxÞ set. Then, if that set is
void, PPMA searches fx in the PFoutðxÞ set, and fi-
nally, if also PFoutðxÞ is void, in the NFðxÞ set.
However, we did not explain how PPMA chooses
the predecessor of x, among the elements of each
set. To this end, we propose three criteria for choos-
ing fx in a given set PðxÞ.

1. The first criterion chooses the node fx such that
the path from the receiver x to the sender s has
the minimum cost, i.e.,

fx  ARGMINjðCPj þ CjxÞ; 8j 2 PðxÞ. ð48Þ
2. The second criterion chooses the node fx such
that the link from it to the receiver x has the min-
imum link cost, i.e.,

fx  ARGMINjðCjxÞ; 8j 2 PðxÞ. ð49Þ
3. The third criterion takes into account the differ-

ences between the distances or the link costs,
whether the partition of the set PðxÞ is �dis-
tance�-based or �link-cost�-based, respectively. In
the former case, the difference is between the cur-
rent radio-transmitting range of the node candi-
date as predecessor of x and the distance with
x, i.e.,

fx  ARGMINzðdzx � Dz
TX Þ; 8z 2 PðxÞ. ð50Þ

In the latter case, the difference is between the
cost of the link between the candidate and x,
and the maximum cost of the link between the
candidate and its children, i.e.,

fx  ARGMINzðCzx � CzhmaxÞ;
hmax ¼ ARGMINhðCzhÞ; h 2HðzÞ; 8z 2 PðxÞ.

ð51Þ
Each of the above criteria can be used by two
functions, �FIND_FATHER_IN� and �FIND_
FATHER_OUT�, to choose fx in the sets PFinðxÞ
and PFoutðxÞ, respectively. The choice among the
elements of NFðxÞ, instead, is always based on
the first criterion, as in (48).

To summarize, as described in Algorithm 1, if the
set PFinðxÞ is not void, Centralized PPMA chooses
the predecessor of x, fx, in that set, using the func-
tion �FIND_FATHER_IN�. Otherwise, if the set
PFinðxÞ is void, PPMA finds the set PFoutðxÞ,
and, if the set is not void, the predecessor of x is
chosen by the function �FIND_FATHER_OUT�.
If also this set is void, fx is chosen among the
elements in NFðxÞ, according to the criterion in
(48). In Algorithm 2 we propose two algorithms,
the distance-based and the link-cost-based algorithm,
based on the criteria described in (50) and (51),
respectively. Each algorithm defines the set KðxÞ
in order to partition PFðxÞ, and also defines the
two functions �FIND_FATHER_IN� and �FIND_
FAHTHER_OUT� to choose fx among the elements
in PFinðxÞ and in PFoutðxÞ, respectively.
6. Distributed PPMA

Algorithm 3 represents the pseudo-code for
Distributed PPMA, the proposed probabilistic



Algorithm 3. Distributed PPMA

INIT :
l: node set of the network !V
2: multicast-group set !M
3: set of receivers! Rm; 8m 2M
4: multicast tree!Tm

5: current node! x

6: path! P 2Tm fpath from x to smg
7: private cost of path P! CP

priv

8: public cost of path P! CP
pub

9: father of x via P! fP
x

10: HðxÞ � fh 2Vj9P 2T; fP
h ¼ xgfchild setg

Distributed PPMA :
1: for all m 2M do

2: if ðx 2 RmÞ then
3: if ðx 2TmÞ then
4: Pnew  ARGMIN

P
priv
min

;Pcurrent
ðCprivÞ

5: if Pnew 6¼ NULL then
6: NEW & CURRENT COSTSðPnew;PcurrentÞ
7: if (new_cost < current_cost) then
8: SWITCH FATHERðfPcurrent

x ; fPnew
x Þ

9: UPDATE CURRENT COSTSðPcurrentÞ
10: UPDATE NEW COSTSðPnewÞ
11: end if

12: end if

13: else fx 62Tmg
14: P�  ARGMINPðCP

pubÞ
15: JOINðfP�

x Þ
16: UPDATE NEW COSTSðP�Þ
17: end if

18: else fx 62 Rmg
19: P

priv
min  ARGMINPðCP

privÞ
20: P

pub
min  ARGMINPðCP

pubÞ
21: Pþ  ARGMIN

P
priv
min

;P
pub
min
ðCpriv;CpubÞ

22: if Pþ 6¼ NULL then
23: STOREðPþ;CPþ

priv;C
Pþ

pubÞ
24: end if
25: end if

26: end for fDaemon running 8x 2Vg

NEW & CURRENT COSTS :
1: fx  fPcurrent

x
2: max1  MAXyðCxyÞ; 8y 2HðxÞ \Rm

3: max2  MAXðmax1;Cxf x
Þ

4: max3  MAXzðCfxzÞ; 8z 2HðfxÞ \Rm � fxg
5: max4  MAXwðCfxwÞ; 8w 2HðfxÞ [Rm

6: new cost  CPnew

priv þmax2 þmax3
7: current cost CPcurrent

priv � Cfxx þmax1 þmax4
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predictive multicast algorithm in its distributed ver-
sion. In order to build up a multicast tree, Distrib-
uted PPMA uses two different types of link costs:
a private link cost, denoted with Cpriv, and a public
link cost, denoted with Cpub. The private link cost
is used by all nodes, except the receivers not already
connected to the tree, to find a minimum-cost path
toward the source. The public link cost is used by the
receivers not already connected to the tree to aggre-
gate the paths, which have been computed using the
private costs, to form multicast trees. This way, (i)
the number of nodes that belong to the tree is
reduced, and (ii) the overhead for control messages
is kept low.

For each link we have one private link cost, and
as many public link costs as the total number of mul-
ticast groups. The private link costs are computed as
in (1), whereas the public link costs either coincide
with the private link costs, if the link is not used
in a multicast tree, or are set to 0, if the link is part
of a multicast tree. The terms �public� and �private�
account for the fact that the two types of costs are
or are not �visible� to the not already connected
receivers, respectively.

Let M be the set of the multicast groups.
For a given multicast group m 2M, if a node x is

a receiver ðx 2 RmÞ, it may or may not have just
joined the tree. If the receiver has joined the tree
ðx 2TmÞ, it tries to find a new path, Pnew, which
respects the positive advance and whose private cost,

C
P

priv
min

priv , is lower than the private cost of the current

path, CPcurrent
priv . If a lower cost path is found, the recei-

ver changes path only if new_cost < current_cost.
This condition ensures that the path change is con-
venient, i.e., the new path has a cost sufficiently low-
er than the current one so that the resources spent
for changing path will be repaid by the saving in-
duced by the new path. If this condition holds, the
SWITCH_FATHER function switches the old pre-
decessor of node x; fPcurrent

x , with the new one, fPnew
x .

Then, the UPDATE_CURRENT_COSTS function
changes the public link costs of Pcurrent links with
their private costs, and the UPDATE_NEW_
COSTS function sets the public link costs of Pnew

links to 0.
If a receiver has not joined the tree ðx 62TmÞ,

Distributed PPMA finds the path P� with minimum
public cost, i.e., ARGMINPðCP

pubÞ. The public cost
of a path is computed by summing all the public
costs of the links which are part of the path. If such
a path is found, the receiver joins the tree and sends
to its new father, fP�
x , a JOIN message to establish

the link. Finally, it sets to 0 the public costs of the
Pcurrent links.

If a node is not a receiver ðx 62 RmÞ, it finds the
most convenient path between the available public
paths and private paths, and stores the related
father. Whenever another node asks for the cost
of the path to the source, the node will give these
pieces of information.

Fig. 8 shows how the new_cost and the cur-

rent_cost are computed by Distributed PPMA.
For the sake of clarity, a simple network topology
has been chosen. The values of the private costs

are shown nearby the link arrows. A receiver x is
currently connected to the source via node c, so that
Pcurrent ¼ xcas is the current path from x towards
the sender s. Let us assume that x finds another path
towards s;Pnew ¼ xbas, which has a lower private
cost than Pcurrent, i.e., CPnew

priv < CPcurrent
priv . In Fig. 8,

we can see that this condition holds, since

CPcurrent
priv ¼CsaþCacþCcx ¼ 1þ 4þ 3¼ 8< 3

¼ 1þ 1þ 1¼CsaþCabþCbx ¼CPnew
priv . ð52Þ

In such a situation, node x has to check if
new_cost < current_cost. As can be seen in the
�COMPUTE_COSTS� subroutine of Algorithm 3,
current_cost is composed of four terms,

current cost CPcurrent
priv � Cfxx þmax1 þmax4. ð53Þ

The first term, CPcurrent
priv , is the cost of the current path

from s to x. The second term, Cfxx, is the cost of the
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link (fx, x). The third term, max1, is the highest
private cost of the links between x and its receiver
children, i.e.,

max1 MAXyðCxyÞ; 8y 2HðxÞ \Rm;

HðxÞ � fh 2Vjfh ¼ xg; f h predecessor of node h.

ð54Þ
The fourth term, max4, is the highest cost of the
links between fx and its children, for all the children
of fx, as shown below,

max4  MAXwðCfxwÞ; 8w 2HðfxÞ \Rm; ð55Þ
The sum of these four terms is the current_cost and
represents the cost of the sub-tree that connects the
source to node x, and node x to (i) its receiver child,
which is associated to the highest private link cost,
and (ii) the receiver child of fx, which is associated
to the highest private link cost, except x. Note that
Distributed PPMA accounts for the communication
broadcast nature in ad hoc networks, since it com-
putes the cost of the sub-tree by summing, for each
node belonging to such sub-tree, only the highest
private link cost among all the outgoing links.

In Fig. 8, the cost of the link (fx, x), i.e., (c, x), is
3 and only the receivers r4 and r5 belong to HðxÞ.
Thus, max1 is Cxr5 , since the cost of the link (x, r4)
is lower than the cost of the link (x, r5)
ðCxr4 ¼ 1 < 2 ¼ Cxr5Þ. Moreover, max4 is Ccr6 ¼ 4,
since receiver r6 is the child of node c associated
to the highest link cost.

If node x changes its predecessor, it must be en-
sured that the new path has not a higher cost than
the current one. However, we cannot know this,
since we should know which links belong to both
the new and the current paths. Thus, we need a
worst-case formula that guarantees a convenience for
the change of the predecessor. To this end, new_cost
is defined as

new cost  CPnew
priv þmax2 þmax3; ð56Þ

where the first term, CPnew
priv , is the cost of the new

path found by node x. The second term, max2, is
the maximum between max1 and the cost of the link
connecting x to its current predecessor fx, i.e.,

max2  MAXðmax1;Cxf xÞ. ð57Þ

Finally, the third term, max3, is the highest cost of
the links between fx and its receiver children, except
x, i.e.,

max3  MAXzðCfxzÞ; 8z 2HðfxÞ \Rm � fxg.
ð58Þ
Hence, new_cost represents the cost of the possible
sub-tree connecting the nodes we described in the
interpretation of current_cost. In fact, it may be
necessary to reroute the children of the current
predecessor of x onto the new path found by x.

In the case shown in Fig. 8, max2 is equal to 3
since the cost of the link between x and its predeces-
sor fx = c, Cxc, is higher than max1. In the figure we
considered bidirectional links, where the link cost is
the same in both directions, for the sake of simplic-
ity. With this assumption, max3 coincides with
max4. The links involved in the computation of
new_cost and current_cost are shown in figure with
a dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively. Finally,
we can compute them as

current cost ¼ Csa þ Cac þ Ccr6 þ Cxr5

¼ 1þ 4þ 4þ 2 ¼ 11;

new cost ¼ Csa þ Cab þ Cbx þ Cxc þ Ccr6

¼ 1þ 1þ 1þ 3þ 4 ¼ 10.

According to this example, node x will change
its predecessor since new_cost is smaller than
current_cost.

7. Performance evaluation

This section deals with the performance evalua-
tion of our developed algorithms. In particular, in
Section 7.1 we review the most commonly used
mobility models for ad hoc networks in the litera-
ture, and describe the mobility model that has been
developed and used in this paper. Then, in Section
7.2 we describe the simulation scenario, and present
the main achieved results.

7.1. Network mobility model

The network is represented as ðV;DÞ, where
V ¼ fv1,..,vNg is a finite set of nodes in a finite-
dimension terrain, with N ¼ jVj, and D is a matrix
whose element (i, j) contains the value of the dis-
tance between nodes vi and vj. As far as the mobility
models in ad hoc networks are concerned, the most
commonly used models will be briefly described
hereafter. Then, we propose our mobility model,
which is an extension to the Random Walk Model
(RWM).
7.1.1. Random waypoint model (RWPM)

In this model, nodes in a large room choose a
destination, and move there at a random speed
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uniformly chosen in ]0, Vmax]. Once a node has
reached its destination point, it pauses for a time
uniformly chosen in [0, Pmax]. If the terrain border
effects are modeled considering a wrap around1 envi-
ronment, in the steady state a uniform distribution
of nodes in the whole region is generated, whereas
if a bounced back2 model is considered, a lower node
density in proximity of the borders can be noticed.

7.1.2. Random walk model (RWM)

This model has been proposed by Einstein in
1926 to mimic Brownian movements of particles.
A node starts moving by picking up a random direc-
tion uniformly in [0, 2p]. It continues the movement
for a certain time, and then repeats the direction
selection again. If during this period it hits the
region border, different policies can be implemented
to take into account the border effect. The node, in
fact, can either be bounced back, or continue its
movement as if it were in a wrap around environ-
ment, or be deleted and replaced3 by another node
that is placed in a random position inside the region.
The first two border-effect models are equivalent in
RWM, and give both a uniform distribution of
nodes in the steady state, while the latter border-ef-
fect model concentrates nodes in the center of the
region. The choice of speed is the same as in
RWPM. Recent enhancements of this mobility
model can be found in [2].

7.1.3. Random direction model (RDM)

This model is similar to the Random Walk model,
differing from that only as far as the node behavior
in the border of the region is concerned. According
to this model, a node hitting the border will choose
its next direction towards the inside half plane. The
angle formed by the node direction and the tangent
line of the border is chosen uniformly in [0, p].
1 In a wrap around environment, nodes are assumed to
seamlessly move from a side of the terrain to its opposite side,
as if the two sides coincided, i.e., all the boundaries of the terrain
are assumed to be �melted� together.
2 In a bounced back environment, nodes are assumed to bounce

when approaching one side of the terrain, as a �ball bounces
against a wall�.
3 In a deleted and replaced environment, nodes approaching a

side of the terrain are virtually �deleted� and �replaced� by another
node, which is placed inside the terrain according to a pre-
established rule.
7.1.4. Extended-random walk model (E-RWM)

In this paper we extend the Random Walk model
to include accelerations and decelerations, the main
difference being that the speed of a node changes
according to an instantaneous acceleration and
deceleration, as shown in the following formula,
which uses parameters in Table 1,

vðtþDtmobÞ ¼maxðV min;minðvðtÞ þ a �Dtmob;V maxÞÞ;
ð59Þ

a 2 ½Amin; 0�; pa > 0:5;

a 2 ½0;Amax�; pa 6 0:5;

�
ð60Þ

xðt þ DtmobÞ ¼ xðtÞ þ vðt þ DtmobÞ � cosð/Þ;
yðt þ DtmobÞ ¼ yðtÞ þ vðt þ DtmobÞ � sinð/Þ;

�
ð61Þ

where pa and / are stochastic variables uniformly
distributed in [0,1] and [0,2p], respectively. In (59)
the node velocity v(t) can change every Dtmob [s],
under the constraint that Vmin 6 v(t) 6 Vmax, and
the additional constraint that its derivative a [m/
s2], the node acceleration, is bounded, i.e., Amin 6

a 6 Amax.
In the performed simulations, nodes belonging to

the same multicast group are grouped into a cluster,
which is modeled as a set of nodes deployed in a cir-
cular area with a given radius. The source of the rel-
ative multicast groups is in the center of this area.
Inside a cluster, all nodes move with a low relative
speed with respect to the source, i.e., nodes in a
cluster are assumed to move �coherently�. As a final
remark, not all nodes in a cluster are receivers or
senders, i.e., some of them may be only relay nodes.

7.2. Simulation results

In this work a random ad hoc network has been
generated and simulated with an ad hoc simulator.
All the parameters used to run simulations are re-
ported in Table 2. The trees built up by Centralized
PPMA and Distributed PPMA are compared to the
trees built up by the Steiner algorithm [1], which
Table 1
Network node mobility

Mobilitya Velocity and acceleration constraints

Vmax [m/s] Amin [m/s2] Amax [m/s2]

Low 5 �3 2
Medium 10 �5 3
High 15 �7 5

a Velocity is uniformly distributed with Vmin = 0 for each
scenario.



Table 2
Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Eelec 5 [nJ/bit]
b 100 [pJ/(bit mc)]
c 3
½Emin;Emax� [0.2,2] [J]
Wmax 0.55 [W]
Terrain 300 · 300 [m2]
Nodes 65
Dtmob 0.5 [s]
Packet size 128 [bit]
rreq 32 [Kbps]
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Fig. 9. Tree lifetime for PPMA and Steiner algorithm for small
multicast groups in a medium mobility (a) and high mobility
environment (b).
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builds multicast trees by minimizing their total cost.
Each algorithm builds a tree with two different link-
cost functions: the first includes the Distance Term
only, whereas the second is the Global Term, i.e.,
it includes all the terms (the Energy, the Distance
and the Lifetime Term, described in Sections 4.1–
4.3, respectively). For each simulation several exper-
iments have been run to ensure 95% relative
confidence intervals smaller than 5%.

Starting from a completely unloaded randomly
generated ad hoc network, two source-rooted
multicast trees are built. Multicast groups are
sequentially randomly generated. Multicast-group
members (source and receivers) are randomly cho-
sen among the ad hoc network nodes. In particular,
as summarized in Table 3, we consider multicast re-
quests from Small Groups (5 receivers as mean) and
Large Groups (11 receivers as mean), in order to test
the network under different load conditions.

In Fig. 9 the average tree lifetime for PPMA and
the Steiner algorithms in a medium and high mobil-
ity environment for small multicast group size is
shown, while in Fig. 10 the same metric for large
multicast group size is shown. The curves related
to the Distance Term show performance that gets
worse with a larger multicast group size. Instead,
curves related to the Global Term are less correlated
to the multicast group size. Moreover, the increase
of mobility affects the Distance-Term-based trees,
Table 3
Multicast group size

Group sizea Mean and standard deviation

Nmean r (standard deviation)

Small 5 2
Large 11 3

a Group size is uniformly distributed with Nmean and r in the
table.
shortening their lifetime. Conversely, trees built by
also considering the Lifetime Term, as network
mobility grows improve their lifetime in the case
of the Steiner algorithm or keep their lifetime con-
stant in the case of PPMA. In particular, Distrib-
uted PPMA achieves the objective of maximizing
the tree lifetime while optimizing the network power
consume. The tree lifetime of Distributed PPMA
using the Global Term metric is much longer than
all other curves related to PPMA algorithms,
including those obtained with Centralized PPMA.
This is due to the lower number of receivers
connected by the Distributed algorithm, which is
also reflected by a lower number of tree switches
needed. Moreover, Centralized PPMA rebuilds all
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Fig. 10. Tree lifetime for PPMA and Steiner algorithm for large
multicast groups in medium mobility (a) and high mobility
environment (b).
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Fig. 11. Number of connected receivers for PPMA and Steiner
algorithm for smallmulticast groups in a mediummobility (a) and
high mobility environment (b).
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the multicast trees every update time step, whereas
Distributed PPMA tries to keep alive the links al-
ready exploited when it is possible. Finally, we can
note that Distributed PPMA suffers a little bit more
the increase of network mobility and multicast
group size than Centralized PPMA. In fact, the lat-
ter builds up trees with an almost constant lifetime
with respect to the grow of mobility and group size,
while the former reduces its lifetime when the mobil-
ity or group size increase.

In Fig. 11 the number of connected receivers for
PPMA and the Steiner algorithm in a medium and
high mobility environment for small multicast group
size is depicted, while in Fig. 12 the same metric for
large multicast group size is shown. The number of
connected receivers increases when both the group
size and mobility increase. Analogously, differences
among Distance-Term-based trees and Global-
Term-based trees become more evident when both
group size and mobility increase. In particular, we
have to remark that the Steiner algorithm does
not exploit the link cost function as efficiently as
PPMA does. In fact, when the multicast group size
is small, we can see that the Steiner algorithm
performs initially better by using as link cost the
Distance Term only, whereas at the end of the sim-
ulations it performs much better with the Global
Term. Conversely, Centralized and Distributed
PPMA have always the curves related to the Global
Term higher than those related to the Distance
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Fig. 12. Number of connected receivers for PPMA and Steiner
algorithm for largemulticast groups in a mediummobility (a) and
high mobility environment (b).
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Fig. 13. Average available node energy for PPMA and Steiner
algorithm for smallmulticast groups in a mediummobility (a) and
high mobility environment (b).
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Term. Finally, although Distributed PPMA is more
sensible to network mobility than Centralized
PPMA, both algorithms perform better in high mo-
bile environment than the Steiner algorithm.

In Fig. 13, the average battery charge of the
nodes for PPMA and the Steiner algorithm in a
medium and high mobility environment for small
multicast group size is shown, while in Fig. 14 the
same metric for small multicast group size is shown.
The Energy Term affects the slopes of the curves
that include it in the link cost function. The algo-
rithms using the Global Term outperform those
using the Distance Term only, and that is particu-
larly evident for the Steiner algorithm. However,
Centralized PPMA has a slope comparable to the
Steiner algorithm, the latter requiring a computa-
tional cost much larger than the former. The curves
related to the PPMA algorithms change slope more
rapidly than those related to the Steiner algorithm,
since more rapidly the number of connected receiv-
ers reach 0. The gain of Distributed PPMA using
the Global Term with respect to Distributed PPMA
using the Distance Term is remarkable, as depicted
in the figure. Moreover, Distributed PPMA using
the Global-Term-metric also performs better than
Centralized PPMA using the Distance-Term-metric
only.

In all these bunches of simulations it is consis-
tently shown that the predictive algorithms outper-
form the non-predictive algorithms, in both the
Small and Large group simulation scenarios. More-
over, PPMA manages to better leverage the
available network resources than the competing
algorithm, by exploiting the mobility predictive fea-
tures it is endowed with. PPMA shows also good
robustness properties to mobility, as can be viewed
in Figs. 9–12.
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Fig. 14. Average available node energy for PPMA and Steiner
algorithm for large multicast groups in a mediummobility (a) and
high mobility environment (b).
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8. Conclusions

This paper proposed PPMA, a new Probabilistic
Predictive Multicast Algorithm for ad hoc networks
that leverages the tree delivery structure for multi-
casting, overcoming its limitations in terms of lack
of robustness and reliability in highly mobile envi-
ronments. PPMA exploits the non-deterministic
nature of ad hoc networks, by taking into account
the estimated network state evolution in terms of
node residual energy, link availability and node
mobility forecast, to maximize the multicast tree
lifetime. The algorithm statistically tracks the rela-
tive movements among nodes to capture the dynam-
ics in the ad hoc network. This way it estimates the
node future relative positions, in order to calculate a
long-lasting multicast tree. To do so, it exploits the
most stable links in the network, while minimizing
the total network energy consumption. We proposed
PPMA in both its centralized and distributed ver-
sion, providing performance evaluation through
extensive simulation experiments.
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Appendix A

In this appendix we provide the rigorous deriva-
tion of the Lifetime Term expression in (27). To this
end, we assume for dij(t) and jVijj the following
PDFs:

PdijðzÞ ¼
1
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respectively, where dijðtÞ is the measured value and
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Our objective is computing the following
probability:
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Since the variables Dt and rjV ijj appear only in a
product form, in the following we will simply indi-
cate them as a single variable, namely rDij ¼ Dt�
rjV ij j. Thus, (62) simplifies to
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Eq. (63) is the final expression of the Lifetime
Term, as it appears in (27).
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